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HPE ENHANCED INTERACTIVE
UNIFIED MEDIATION
Helping service providers in their digital transformation journey

Telecommunication service providers are under a lot of pressure to increase agility and deploy new services faster
while keeping operations costs under control for increasingly complex IT systems. This is especially pressing for
the digital transformation journey, aimed to turn service providers into digital service providers, which requires
developing new products and services with smaller budgets and delivering them faster, packaged as microservices.
As service providers roll out their 5G wireless networks and services, they will also need to embrace cloud-native
technologies both at the network edge and in the network core to gain operating efficiency alongside virtual
network functions.
Application containerization allows the operators to efficiently target these challenges with:
• Development agility—containers are the ideal delivery vehicle for microservices, containerized microservices allows
building new and enhance existing applications faster with agile development methodologies
• Delivery agility with the development and QA process integrated with DevOps
• Ease of migration from one cloud environment to another (from private to public cloud) and software upgrades
• Ease of provisioning, management, and monitoring with containers’ orchestrators and cloud-native foundation tools
• Smaller application images, faster application’s startup and scaling operations
• More efficient utilization of computing resources
• More robust and secured applications due to their smaller sizes and better isolation
HPE enhanced Interactive Unified Mediation (eIUM) is a telecommunication platform designed and built to help
telecommunication service providers in their digital transformation journey. Even though microservices paradigm
was not around at the time when HPE eIUM was born, it was specifically architected to build lightweight applications,
which can process big volumes of data coming from network core, running in a distributed computing environment.
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KEY FEATURES
It is used to build all kinds of telecom applications including mediation and charging systems, gateways and routers,
support authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) and entitlement workflows, and more. Key HPE eIUM
functions include:
• Providing a distributed platform for massive parallel processing with high performance and low latency
• No coding, configuration-only without sacrificing processing performance; easy to introduce new data formats and
protocols with configuration-only
• Both real-time and batch modes supported
• 50+ protocols available out of the box
• 60+ rules to quickly support new use case, new workflow, and build new API
• Carrier class
• Physical, virtual, and containerized deployment
• Configured, managed, and monitored in a centralized way
HPE eIUM 10, which is a new product version, is the first cloud-native product release. It not only provides
lightweight containers’ binary images for its microservices but is also ready to be integrated into a cloud-native
foundation ecosystem out of the box and can be deployed in private and public clouds. In addition to being
lightweight and distributed, it is specifically architected to be elastic and loosely coupled, so it can scale in or out
on‑demand embracing the concept of immutable infrastructure. HPE eIUM 10 allows service APIs to be easily
defined, letting developer to concentrate on implementing business and mediation rules.
Key cloud-native features include:
• New native container architecture, which runs any HPE eIUM standalone process or microservice in a container,
following process-one container paradigm
• Managed by Kubernetes (open source) and OpenShift (commercial) orchestrators
• Integrated with Helm Chart (Kubernetes Packing Manager) for packaging and management
• For microservices configuration it utilizes OpenShift templates/Service Catalog
• Application state internal information is kept in etcd
• For container monitoring, it uses Prometheus (metrics) and Grafana (graphics)
• For logging, it uses Fluentd (log collector)/Elasticsearch (Log search)/Kibana (graphic)
HPE eIUM supports two deployment modes. The first one (Figure 1), classic, deploys the HPE eIUM Element
Management System (licensing, configuration and operations management servers, operations console, and
internal database) in a separate pod to monitor and manage distributed eIUM deployment in a centralized way.
Every HPE eIUM component runs under the control of the administration agent, which governs its lifecycle. This
mode is for customers, who are used to the HPE eIUM architecture, or those who would like to gradually migrate to
a fully containerized model.
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FIGURE 1. HPE eIUM containerized deployment with EMS (classic).

The second one (Figure 2) delegates these operations to cloud-native ecosystem services such as Prometheus
and Grafana for monitoring instead of HPE eIUM’s own management server provided as a part of EMS, licenses are
kept in every pod instead of a centralized management server, and such. In this mode, all IUM components are even
lighter since they do not require administration agent anymore and run under the direct control of Kubernetes or
OpenShift. This mode is for customers who prefer to run all their containers and microservices in a single cloudnative environment.

FIGURE 2. HPE eIUM containerized deployment without EMS.
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KEY BENEFITS
HPE eIUM cloud-native support is designed with the experience of early containerization
trials, proof of concepts, as well as production deployments. It enables you to align your
microservices with your business goals and helps to:
• Safely and quickly transition from physical or virtual to cloud-native deployments
• Fully realize cloud-native promise for development and deployment efficiency
• Easily integrate into existing cloud-native ecosystems
• Effortlessly instill lightweight microservices approach instead of centralized, siloes
applications
• Avoid vendor lock-ins
• Faster innovation in your core business

WHY HPE?
Hewlett Packard Enterprise has deployed the HPE eIUM platform worldwide for more than
170 carriers from mega tier one to small local carriers for multiple functions ranging from
offline and online mediation and charging to protocol gateways, routers, entitlement, and
AAA servers. You can quickly deploy new functions at reduced costs. HPE was one of the
early adopters of the virtualization by converting and deploying HPE eIUM as a virtual
network function following ETSI specifications. And following this path, we are one of the
early adopters of cloud-native paradigms for applications design and delivery, providing
the same high performance, low latency, high availability, and security in cloud-native
environments.

HPE COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA SOLUTIONS
HPE Communications and Media Solutions is dedicated to creating vertical solutions for the
communications and media industry. With over 30 years of experience in the industry, we
have over 50 solutions, over 1500 active contracts, and more than 300 telco customers in
160 countries. We provide software and services that enable your digital transformation,
automate your operations, and help you grow your business with innovative cloud-native
network solutions and digital, 5G-ready services.
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Hewlett Packard Enterprise is the global edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company
that helps organizations accelerate outcomes by unlocking value from all of their data,
everywhere. Built on decades of reimagining the future and innovating to advance the way
people live and work. HPE delivers unique, open, and intelligent technology solutions, with a
consistent experience across all clouds and edges, to help customers develop new business
models, engage in new ways, and increase operational performance.
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hpe.com/dsp/transform
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